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Abstract This paper describes a complete FPGA-based

smart camera architecture named HDR-ARtiSt (High

Dynamic Range Adaptive Real-time Smart camera) which

produces a real-time high dynamic range (HDR) live video

stream from multiple captures. A specific memory man-

agement unit has been defined to adjust the number of

acquisitions to improve HDR quality. This smart camera is

built around a standard B&W CMOS image sensor and a

Xilinx FPGA. It embeds multiple captures, HDR process-

ing, data display and transfer, which is an original contri-

bution compared to the state-of-the-art. The proposed

architecture enables a real-time HDR video flow for a full

sensor resolution (1.3 Mega pixels) at 60 frames per

second.

Keywords Smart camera � High dynamic range, memory

management core � Parallel processing � FPGA

implementation

1 Introduction

Standard cameras capture only a fraction of the information

that is visible to the human eye. This is specifically true for

natural scenes including areas of low and high illumination

due to transitions between sunlight and shaded areas. When

capturing such a scene, many cameras are unable to store

the full Dynamic Range (DR) resulting in low-quality

video where details are concealed in shadows or washed

out by sunlight. High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging

techniques appear as a solution to overcome this issue by

encoding digital video with higher than standard 24-bit

RGB format, and then increasing the range of luminance

that can be stored. Reinhard et al. [35] provide an

exhaustive review, highlighting various fields of applica-

tions of HDR cameras. For example, HDR capturing

techniques are essential for outdoor security applications in

which unpredictable illumination changes may affect per-

formance algorithms [5, 28]. Similarly, HDR techniques

should facilitate object tracking or automotive applications

[24, 39, 42] under uncontrolled illumination. Recent

research programs on machine vision have clearly dem-

onstrated the benefits of real-time HDR vision [20, 37].

Finally, medical applications require high-precision images

and HDR lighting techniques to improve the rendering

quality of imaging systems [17, 25].

There are two major approaches to create HDR content:

to develop new HDR sensors or to combine multiple

exposure frames captured by conventional low dynamic

range (LDR) sensors. First, several HDR sensors have been

designed with techniques such as well-capacity adjusting,

time-to-saturation, or self-reset (see [22] for a comparative

analysis). Most of these sensors are tailor-made and pro-

vide dedicated processing units to extend DR [1, 7, 12, 26,

30, 38].

The second method relies on conventional off-the-shelf

LDR sensors to capture the HDR data by recording mul-

tiple acquisitions of the same scene while varying the

exposure time [9, 21, 29, 36]. By limiting the exposure

time, the image loses low-light detail in exchange for

improved detail in bright areas. By increasing the exposure

time, the image is only detailed in the dark areas because of

the pixel saturation in bright areas. Each pixel is at least

properly exposed in one image and is under or overexposed

in other images of the sequence. The images are then
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combined into a single HDR frame (i.e., a radiance map).

Finally, since current display technology has a limited DR,

HDR images need to be compressed by tone mapping

operators [2, 3, 6, 10, 27, 33] in such a way that the visual

sensation of the real scene is faithfully reproduced, as

depicted in Fig. 1.

This paper presents a complete FPGA-based smart

camera architecture named HDR-ARtiSt (High Dynamic

Range Adaptive Real-time Smart camera). This smart

camera is able to provide a real-time HDR live video from

multiple exposure capturing to display through radiance

maps and tone mapping. The main contribution of this work

is the generation of a new FPGA-embedded architecture

producing an uncompressed B&W 1, 280 9 1, 024-pixel

HDR live video at 60 fps. An embedded DVI controller is

also provided to display this HDR live video on a standard

LCD monitor. The HDR-ARtiSt camera could obviously

embed some complex image processing applications onto

the FPGA or could be connected to a more standard PC

managing the video stream.

The remainder of the paper is as follows: in Sect. 2, we

briefly review the literature on existing HDR systems.

Section 3 describes our proposed hardware architecture,

highlighting the multi-streaming memory management unit

designed to address the computation capacity and memory

bandwidth limitations. A first implementation using a two-

frame acquisition is presented in Sect. 4. Based on a

detailed study of the visual quality of this implementation,

an improved three-frame solution is described in Sect. 5.

Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper and outlines directions

for future work.

2 Related work

The problems of capturing the complete dynamic range of

a real scene and reducing this dynamic range to a viewable

range have drawn the attention of many authors. However,

the main part of the proposed algorithms has been devel-

oped without taking into account the specifications and the

difficulties inherent to hardware implementations. Unfor-

tunately, these works are not generally suitable for efficient

real-time implementation on smart cameras. As a conse-

quence, generating real-time HDR live video remains an

interesting challenge.

2.1 Existing hardware architectures

In 2007, Hassan and Carletta [19] described an FPGA-

based architecture for local tone mapping of gray scale

HDR images, able to generate 1,024 9 768-pixel image at

60 frames per second. The architecture is based on a

modification of the nine-scale [34] operator. Several limi-

tations can be noticed. Firstly, this work focuses only on

the tone-mapping process and does not care about the HDR

capture, using a set of HDR still images from the Debevec

library [9]. Secondly, the tone mapping operator requires to

store a full image before evaluating the logarithmic average

of the image, leading to a video latency. This limitation can

be overcome using the logarithmic average of the previous

image to normalize the current image. Finally, using the

Gaussian pyramid requires a lot of bits per pixel, increasing

the amount of onboard memory. Another real-time hard-

ware implementation of tone mapping has been recently

proposed by Vytla et al. [47]. They use the Fattal et al. [14]

local algorithm. This operator is less complex than the

Reinhard’s operator, then requiring less onboard memory.

The key point of this work is the inexpensive hardware

implementation of a simplified Poisson solver for Fattal’s

operator. It gives a real-time tone mapping implementation

on a Stratix II FPGA operating at 100 frames per second

with one megapixel image resolution.

Chiu et al. [8] describe a methodology for the devel-

opment of a tone-mapping processor of optimized archi-

tecture using an ARM SOC platform, and illustrate the use

of this novel HDR tone-mapping processor for both pho-

tographic and gradient compression. Based on this meth-

odology, they develop an integrated photographic and

gradient tone-mapping processor that can be configured for

different applications. This newly developed processor can

Fig. 1 HDR frame of a real scene captured with three different

exposure times (sequences by Fattal et al. [14]). a Low exposure,

b middle exposure, c high exposure, d HDR image
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process 1,024 9 768-pixel images at 60 fps, runs at

100 MHz clock and consumes a core area of 8.1 mm2

under a TSMC 0.13-lm technology.

Kang et al. [21] describe an algorithmic solution com-

puting both video capture and HDR synthesis, and able to

generate HDR video from an image sequence of a dynamic

scene captured while varying the exposure at each frame

(alternating light and dark exposures). For this purpose, the

approach consists of three main parts: automatic exposure

control during capture, HDR stitching across neighbouring

frames, and tone mapping for viewing. The implemented

technique produces video with increased dynamic range

while handling moving parts in the scene. However, the

implementation on a 2 GHz Pentium 4 machine does not

reach the real-time constraint because the processing time

for each 1,024 9 768-pixel video frame is about 10 s (8 s

for the radiance mapping and 2 s for the tone mapping).

Based on Kang’s algorithms, Youm et al. [51] create an

HDR video by merging two images from different expo-

sures acquired by a stationary video camera system. Their

methodology mainly relies on the simple tactic of auto-

matically controlling exposure times and effectively com-

bines bright and dark areas in short- and long-exposure

frames. Unfortunately, they do not reach real-time pro-

cessing with about 2.5 s for each 640 9 480-pixel frame

on a 1.53 GHz AMD Athlon machine.

Finally, Ke et al. [23] propose an innovative method to

generate HDR video. This method differs drastically with

the above-mentioned state-of-the-art works because only

one LDR image is enough to generate HDR-like images,

with fine details and uniformly distributed intensity. To

obtain such a result, they implement a hardware-efficient

virtual HDR image synthesizer that includes virtual pho-

tography and local contrast enhancement. Under a UMC

90-nm CMOS technology, it achieves real time for

720 9 480-pixel video frames at 60 fps.

2.2 Efficient algorithms for HDR video

Generating an HDR live video stream as well as HDR still

images consists of automatically determining the optimal

exposures for multiple frames capture, computing radiance

maps, and local/global tone mapping for viewing on a

standard LCD monitor.

Table 1 is the list of common terms and variables used

in the equations of the following sections.

2.2.1 Step 1: HDR creating

Digital cameras have limited dynamic range since they can

only capture from 8-bit to 14-bit images, mainly due to the

limitations of the analog to digital converters in terms of

noise levels. The most common method to generate HDR

content is to capture multiple images of a same scene with

different exposure times. If the camera has a linear

response, we can easily recover the HDR luminance Eij

from each luminance Zij
p and exposure times Dtp stored in

each frame p. Unfortunately, cameras do not have a linear

response (i.e., Zij
p is not proportional to Eij and Dtp), and we

have to estimate the non-linear camera transfer function

(CTF) called g to combine properly the different exposures.

Three popular algorithms for recovering this camera

transfer function can be extracted from literature: Debevec

and Malik [9], Mitsunaga and Nayar [29], and Robertson

et al. [36]. According to the detailed description of these

methodologies and the comparison of their real-time soft-

ware implementations, we decided to use the Debevec’s

method. The main advantage of this approach is that there

is very little constraint about the response function (other

than its invertibility). Moreover, the proposed algorithm

has proved to be quite robust and easy to use, due to the

simplicity of equations [15, 18]. The CTF function is

evaluated from the film reciprocity equation f:

Z
p
ij ¼ f ðEijDtpÞ ð1Þ

The CTF function g is defined as g ¼ ln f�1 and can be

obtained by minimizing the following function:

O ¼
XM

i¼1

XN

j¼1

XP

p¼1

½gðZp
ijÞ � ln Eij � ln Dtp�2

þ k
XZmax�1

z¼Zminþ1

g00ðzÞ2; ð2Þ

where k is a weighting scalar depending on the amount of

noise expected on g, Zmin and Zmax are, respectively, the

lowest and the greatest pixel values. The evaluation of

g only requires the evaluation of a finite number of values

between Zmin and Zmax (typically 1,024 values for a 10-bit

precision sensor). These values can be preliminary

evaluated from a sequence of several images, then stored

Table 1 List of commonly used terms and variables

P Number of frames to create one HDR frame

Ip pth frame in the sequence of P frames

M Frame height (i.e., row number)

N Frame width (i.e., column number)

Zij
p Luminance of the pixel (i, j) in the pth frame

Eij Luminance (or radiance) of the HDR pixel (i, j)

g Camera transfer function (CTF)

Dtp Exposure time of the pth frame

Dij Tone-mapped pixel

Dmin, Dmax Minimum and maximum values of the display devices

s Overall brightness of the mapped frame

Lm Line index

W&R Memory Write and Read operations
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in the camera, and reused further to convert pixel values.

For recovering the HDR radiance value of a particular

pixel, all the available exposures of this pixel are combined

using the following equation [41]:

ln Eij ¼
PP

p¼1 xðZp
ijÞ½gðZ

p
ijÞ � ln Dtp�

PP
p¼1 xðZp

ijÞ
; ð3Þ

where x(z) is a weighting function giving higher weight to

values closer to the middle of the function:

xðzÞ ¼ z� Zmin for z� 1
2
ðZmin þ ZmaxÞ

Zmax � z for z [ 1
2
ðZmin þ ZmaxÞ

�
ð4Þ

Originally, the Debevec’s method has been developed

for photography but according to Yourganov and Stuerz-

linger [15], this method can be easily applied to digital

video, both for static and dynamic scenes, if captures are

fast enough that light changes can be safely ignored.

Consequently, such a method is widely used to produce

HDR video, by capturing frames with alternating bright

and dark exposures, as pointed by Tocci et al. [46].

2.2.2 Step 2: Tone mapping

The HDR pixels are represented by a high bit-depth con-

flicting with the standard display devices, requiring a high

to low bit-depth tone mapping. Čadeèk et al. [6] show that

the global part of a tone mapping operator is essential to

obtain good results. A psychophysical experiment by

Yoshida et al. [50], based on a direct comparison among

the appearances of real-world HDR images, shows that

global methods like Drago et al. [13] or Reinhard et al.

[34] are perceived as the most natural ones. Moreover, a

global tone mapper is the easiest way to reach real-time

constraints because local operators require more complex

computations. The choice of a candidate tone mapping

operator has been done after comparing and intensively

testing several C?? global algorithms applied to a radi-

ance map constructed from two or three images. Results

are provided in Table 2. According to our temporal and

hardware constraints, the best compromise is the global

tone mapper from Duan et al. [11]. As an illustration, the

HDR image depicted on the Fig. 1 has been obtained with

this algorithm. This tone mapper compresses the luminance

of the HDR pixel Eij to a displayable luminance Dij with

the equation:

Dij ¼ C � ðDmax � DminÞ þ Dmin

with C ¼
lnðEij þ sÞ � lnðEijðminÞ þ sÞ

lnðEijðmaxÞ þ sÞ � lnðEijðminÞ þ sÞ ; ð5Þ

where Eij(min) and Eij(max) are the minimum and maximum

luminance of the scene and s is inversely linked to the

brightness of the mapped image. Increasing s makes darker

images while lower values give brighter images.

3 Architecture of the HDR-ARtiSt platform

To compute real-time HDR algorithms, a dedicated FPGA-

based smart camera architecture was designed to address

the computation capacity and memory bandwidth require-

ment (see Fig. 2 for an overview). This architecture does

not put any restriction on the number of frames used for

HDR creating. In the remainder of this paper, this generic

architecture will be shortly called HDR-P, where P is the

number of frames.

3.1 Global hardware architecture

The HDR-ARtiSt platform is a smart camera built around a

Xilinx ML507 board, equipped with a Xilinx Virtex-5

Table 2 Comparison metrics for TMOs algorithms applied to a

common HDR image (memorial by Debevec) constructed from three

images

TMO PSNR UQI SSIM NRMSE Time (s)

Drago et al. [13] 34.93 0.54 0.58 0.1 5.43

Duan et al. [11] 42.34 0.97 0.91 0.01 5.71

Reinhard et al. [34] 29.11 0.89 0.8 0.32 5.52

Schlick [40] 40.71 0.43 0.56 0.03 5.50

Pattanaik et al. [32] 42.01 0.14 0.29 0.02 5.59

Exposure times used are 32, 1 s and 31, 25 m s

Fig. 2 Overview of the HDR-P video system architecture
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XC5VFX70T FPGA (see Fig. 3). The motherboard

includes a 256 MB DDR2 SDRAM memory used to buffer

the multiple frames captured by the sensor. Several

industry-standard peripheral interfaces are also provided to

connect the system to the external world. Among these

interfaces, our vision system implements a DVI controller

to display the HDR video on an LCD monitor. It also

implements an Ethernet controller to store frames on a host

computer.

A custom-made PCB extension board has been designed

and plugged into the FPGA board to support the Ev76c560

image sensor, a 1, 280 9 1, 024-pixel CMOS sensor from

e2v [45]. It offers a 10-bit digital readout speed at 60 fps in

full resolution. It also embeds some basic image processing

functions such as image histograms, evaluation of the

number of low and high saturated pixels. Each frame can

be delivered with results of these functions encoded in the

video data stream header.

3.2 Multi-streaming memory management unit

Standard HDR techniques require two sequential steps: (1)

P single frames must be captured and stored into memory,

and (2) the HDR frame can be computed. The main

drawback is the limited output frame rate. As illustrated in

Fig. 4, with P = 3 single frames (low, middle and high

exposures) captured at 60 fps, the resulting HDR video is

dramatically limited to 20 fps: the first HDR frame H1 is

computed from the frames I1, I2, and I3, the second HDR

frame H2 from I4, I5, and I6.

To overcome this limitation, we propose a specific

Memory Management Unit (MMU) able to continuously

build a new HDR frame at the sensor frame rate from the

P previous frames. As seen in Fig. 4, the HDR frame H2 is

built from the frames I2, I3, and I4; the HDR frame H3 from

I3, I4, and I5, etc. This multi-streaming MMU (called

MMU-P, with P the number of frames) continuously

manages the storage of P - 1 frames, the oldest frame

being systematically replaced with the new acquired frame.

Simultaneously, the MMU-P manages the reading of these

Fig. 3 HDR-P video hardware is prototyped on a Xilinx Virtex-5

ML507 FPGA board and a daughter card with the EV76C560 1.3-

Mpixel sensor

Fig. 4 Frame rates of the HDR standard technique and our technique

Fig. 5 Initialization of the Memory Management Unit with storage

of the first P - 1th frames
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P - 1 frames with the sensor output to feed the HDR

creating process. For this purpose, a time-sharing strategy

is used to store and read back the different video streams

into the DDR2 memory. Small size buffers implemented in

FPGA embedded Block RAMs (BRAMs) are required to

store temporary data and to handle the sharing of SDRAM

data bus. To meet the challenge of real-time constraints and

to minimize the buffer sizes, the MMU-P performs row-by-

row read/write operations to transfer the different streams.

Before any HDR computation, the memory unit needs to

be set up (see Fig. 5). Indeed, when the vision system has

just been turned on, an initialization step captures and

stores row-by-row P - 1 frames into the SDRAM (WLmIp

with 0 \ m B M and 0 \ p \ P). After receiving the last

row LM of the frame IP-1, the first rows L1 of each previ-

ously stored frame (RL1Ip with 0 \ p \ P) are read

between frames and buffered into BRAMs to be quickly

available for the HDR creating process.

The second step is managed by the MMU-P core and

starts at the beginning of the pth capture. During each row

interval, the current row Lm is written to the SDRAM

memory while rows Lm?1 of the P - 1 previous frames are

read and buffered into BRAMs as depicted in Fig. 6. With

such a technique, when the sensor delivers a new row, the

HDR creating process has a simultaneous and easy access

to the current row and the corresponding rows of the

previous frames. Then, the first HDR frame is obtained at

the end of the capture of the frame Ip at t = tHDR1 (see

Fig. 6). This process is then reiterated with the frame Ip?1

and the computation of the second HDR frame from

I2, I3, …, Ip?1 at t = tHDR2, etc.

To summarize, the MMU-P is able to capture and store

the current stream of pixels from the sensor, and delivers

simultaneous P - 1 pixel streams previously stored to the

HDR creating process. With such a memory management,

we avoid waiting for the capturing of new P frames before

computing any new HDR data. Once the initialization is

done, our system is synchronized with the sensor frame rate

(i.e., 60 fps) and is able to produce a new HDR frame for

each new capture. Moreover, in terms of memory, the

MMU-P requires to store only P - 1 frames, because the

oldest captured frame is read and overwritten by the current

frame acquired by the sensor. For reasons of efficiency, the

MMU-P reads and stores lines of pixels. The computation

of an HDR line requires P memory accesses: one write

operation for the current line captured by the sensor and

P - 1 read operations for the P - 1 lines previously stored

in memory during the row interval. On the opposite, the

traditional technique requires to store P frames in memory.

It requires at least P ? 1 memory accesses (one write and

P read operations). Finally, to generate an HDR image, the

MMU-P saves M writing memory access operations (with

M, the line number of each frame).

4 Implementation of the HDR-2 video system

The HDR-P has been first prototyped on the HDR-ARtiST

platform with the limitation P = 2, using only two frames

to generate each HDR frame.

4.1 Multiple exposure control

The auto exposure bracketing system implemented in

digital cameras is a very useful technique to automatically

capture multiple exposures at fixed multiples around an

optimum exposure. Our multiple exposure control (MEC)

for low- and high-exposure images is slightly different

because our objective is rather to evaluate each individual

exposure to get the maximum of well-exposed pixels. Our

work is relatively close to the Kang’s exposure control [21]

and the Alston’s double-exposure system [4]. In our case,

the exposure settings alternate between two different val-

ues that are continuously adapted to reflect the scene

changes. Following Gelfand et al. [16], we require that

fewer than 10 % of the pixels are saturated at high-level for

the short-exposure frame. If too many pixels are bright, the

exposure time is decreased for the subsequent short expo-

sure captures. Similarly, we require that fewer than 10 %

Fig. 6 Memory Management Unit with parallel acquisition of new

lines of pixels and reading of previously stored lines
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pixels are saturated at low-level for the long exposure. If

too many pixels are dark, the exposure time is increased.

Gelfand et al. stop this iterative process when the two

exposures are stable, and use these values for the capture of

the full resolution photography. Such an approach is opti-

mal to capture a single HDR image but cannot be consid-

ered for an HDR video.

In our approach, we decide to continuously update the

set of exposure times from frame to frame to minimize the

number of saturated pixels by instantaneously handling any

change of the light conditions. The estimation of the best

exposure times is computed from the 64-level histogram

(q) provided automatically by the sensor in the data-stream

header of each frame. For each low-exposure frame (IL)

and each high exposure (IH), we evaluate QL and QH that

are, respectively, the ratio of pixels in the four lower levels

and the four higher levels of the histogram:

QL ¼
Xh¼4

h¼1

qðhÞ
N

QH ¼
Xh¼64

h¼60

qðhÞ
N

; ð6Þ

where q(h) is the amount of pixels in each histogram

category h and N the total number of pixels. A series of

decisions can be performed to evaluate the low-exposure

time (DtL;tþ1) and the high-exposure time (DtH;tþ1) at the

next iteration (t ? 1) of the acquisition process.

DtL;tþ1 ¼

DtL;t þ 10x if QL [ QL;req þ thrLp

DtL;t � 10x if QL\QL;req � thrLp

DtL;t þ 1x if QL [ QL;req þ thrLm

DtL;t � 1x if QL\QL;req � thrLm

8
>><

>>:
ð7Þ

DtH;tþ1 ¼

DtH;t � 10x if QH [ QH;req þ thrHp

DtH;t þ 10x if QH\QH;req � thrHp

DtH;t � 1x if QH [ QH;req þ thrHm

DtH;t þ 1x if QH\QH;req � thrHm

8
>><

>>:
; ð8Þ

where x is the integration time of one sensor row. QL,req

and QH,req are, respectively, the required number of pixels

for the low levels and the high levels of the histogram. To

converge to the best exposure times as fast as possible, we

decide to use two different thresholds for each exposure

time: thrLm and thrLp are thresholds for the low-exposure

time whereas thrHm and thrHp are for the high-exposure

time. In our design, values of QL,req and QH,req are fixed to

10 % pixels of the sensor. Values of thrLm and thrHm are

fixed to 1 % whereas thrLp and thrHp are fixed to 8 %.

Figure 7 illustrates how the MEC algorithm automati-

cally estimates the new exposure times while rapidly vary-

ing illumination in the scene. When switching on the lamp,

the number of white saturated pixels significantly increases

(15.3 % for Fig. 7a). So, the MEC rapidly decreases the

exposure time to get less than 10 % saturated pixels for the

high-exposure time Dt3 (5.4 % for Fig. 7a). A similar

approach is used to estimate the low-exposure time Dt1:

4.2 Memory interface implementation

The HDR-ARtiST platform embeds a 256 MB memory

with a 128-bit wide interface. Memory access operations

are managed by a custom SDRAM controller specifically

generated by the Xilinx Memory Interface Generator. The

operation frequency of the SDRAM has been fixed to

125 MHz. The e2v sensor captures 60 fps with an inter-

frame time of 236 ls and a row time of 14.1 ls (10 ls for

the 1,280 pixels and an inter-row time of 4.1 ls). BRAMs

are used on input and output of the SDRAM, and act as

data row buffers to support DDR read and write burst

operations. A set of P different BRAMs is required: one

BRAM used to feed the SDRAM with the incoming sensor

data and a set of P - 1 BRAMs supplied with the parallel

streams of the previously captured frames. These block

memories manage independent clocks and support non-

symmetric aspect ratios for IO operations. Each BRAM is

2,048 deep and 10-bit wide, to manage a full 1,280-pixel

row. A full row of 1,280 pixels captured by the sensor is

written into the memory in 1;280�10
128�125�106 ¼ 0:8 l s: Similarly,

the time needed for reading a 1,280-pixel row from the

SDRAM is identical. These two operations are low time-

consuming and take place during the inter-row interval.

4.3 Algorithm simplifications for an efficient hardware

implementation

To meet both the temporal constraints and platform

requirements, some simplifications of the algorithms

described in Sect. 2.2 are proposed.

4.3.1 HDR creating module

The evaluation of the CTF function g has not been

implemented on the platform because it needs to be com-

puted only once. So, the parameters of the CTF are pre-

liminarily evaluated by a dedicated PC software from a

sequence of images, and then stored into a Look-Up Table

(LUT, 1,024-word memory) on the FPGA. Moreover, to

Fig. 7 a Has 15.3 % of white saturated pixels when the lamp is

switched on. After MEC, b has 5.4 % of white pixels. a Before MEC,

b after MEC
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reduce the computation complexity and to optimize the

hardware resources, some other mathematical operations,

such as Naperian logarithms, are also pre-calculated and

registered in LUTs.

Finally, the hardware cost of the implementation of the

HDR creating described in Eq. 3 only depends on the number

of bracketed frames used to create one HDR video frame (see

Fig. 8 for HDR-2). Each frame requires two 32-bit arith-

metic operators (1 subtractor, 1 multiplier) and one transition

from 10-bit to IEEE754 32-bit wide (Fixed-to-Float). Other

hardware resources (a 10-bit adder, a 32-bit adder, a 32-bit

divider and a Fixed-to-Float operator) are also required,

independently of the number of frames. A pipeline structure

is implemented to speed-up the processing.

Table 3 compares the hardware resources required for

the arithmetic operators used in the HDR pipeline. It

reveals that a 32-bit floating-point format requires signifi-

cantly less resource, specifically for complex operations

such as division, square root and even multiplication. Only

addition and subtraction are better in fixed-point format.

Since division and multiplication are common operations

in our design, we decided to use floating-point format.

4.3.2 Tone mapping module

The hardware implementation of the Eq. 5 requires the

preliminary estimation of the terms Eij(min) and Eij(max)

relative to the HDR frame before any tone mapping oper-

ation. However, as our hardware pipeline computes HDR

imaging and tone mapping on the incoming pixels stream,

such an approach is inconceivable. We make the assump-

tion that the light conditions do not vary significantly

between two consecutive frames captured at 60 fps. So,

these two terms are computed from the current HDR frame

(CMP Min and CMP Max operators), stored in registers

(Reg) and then used as the Min/Max values for the tone

mapping of the next HDR frame, as seen in Fig. 9. s
controls the overall brightness of the mapped frame.

According to Duan et al. [11], a larger s makes the mapped

frame darker and smaller s makes the mapped frame

brighter. Several values have been tested in simulation and

we decide to set s = 0 because it simplifies the hardware

implementation. We also set Dmax = 255 and Dmin = 0

since standard monitors use a 8-bit format for each chan-

nel. The multiplication by 255 is easily done by adding 8 to

the exponent in floating point. This may change in the

future due to successful efforts in building higher resolu-

tion displays. Our design will be able to follow this evo-

lution because tone-mapped frames with higher resolutions

could be easily produced by increasing Dmax and changing

the final Float-to-Fixed operator.

4.4 Results

Simulation and validation phases of the HDR-2 architecture

have been made using Modelsim. Then, it has been imple-

mented on the HDR-ARtiST platform. Table 4 is a summary

of the whole design and Table 5 describes details of the

synthesis report. Usually, FPGA-based image processing

requires many specific devices such as SRAM memory,

multi-port memory, video direct memory access, dedicated

Fig. 8 HDR creating pipeline for HDR-2 video, using LUTs tree

Table 3 Comparison of resource estimations for arithmetic operators

(Xilinx IPs) in fixed-point and floating-point format

Operator Fixed point Floating point

LUTs DSPs LUTs DSPs

Add/sub 75 0 477 0

0 1 287 2

Mult. 696 0 659 0

132 1 107 3

Divide 1 cycle 1,377 0 780 0

Divide 25 cycles – – 187 0

Square root 1 cycle 1,550 0 533 1

Square root 25 cycles – – 170 1
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processors and, consequently, consumes many DSP blocks.

There is no DSP blocks in our implementation because some

functions are performed with LUTs and others are floating

point operators. It can been seen in Table 5 that the imple-

mentation results in a relatively low hardware complexity

since the number of slice LUTs is 12,859 (about 29 % of the

device) and the number of slice flip-flops is 13,612 (i.e.,

30 % of the device) for the HDR-2 configuration.

A significant part of the complexity is due to the MMU-

P managing the fine synchronization of the pixel streams

between external SDRAM memory and internal BRAMs

(about 5 % of the LUTs and 6 % of the flip flops). Only

15.5 % of FIFO/BRAMs are used: BRAMs are mainly

used to store the P lines of pixels required by the HDR

creating process while FIFO are dedicated to the data

synchronization between the different steps of the HDR

pipeline. The HDR creating and the tone mapping pro-

cesses consume, respectively, 9.4 and 7.7 % of the LUTs

and 11.4 and 9 % of the flip flops due to the implementa-

tion of IEEE754 32-bit floating-point arithmetic operators

(specifically dividers and multipliers). The entire HDR

pipeline process has a global latency of 136 clock rising-

edges (i.e., 1.2 ls for a 114 MHz system clock). Such a

low latency is not perceived by human eye and then, the

pipeline process is able to deliver a full HDR video stream

at a frame rate of 60 fps.

The post-processing step is also a significant consuming

task (7 % of the LUTs and 4 % of the flips flops). This task

embeds a dedicated DVI controller designed to display

camera data on an LCD monitor. Both live video streams,

LDR unprocessed pixel streams and computed HDR video

can be displayed without latency noticeable for the viewer.

For this purpose, the horizontal and vertical synchroniza-

tion signals (Hsync and Vsync in Fig. 5) are regenerated from

the output tone-mapped data and used to synchronize

pixels by the DVI encoder. Even if this DVI controller

consumes significant resources, it cannot be considered as a

real built-in part of the application. It is only used to stream

output data into an LCD monitor where the frames from

different stages of the logic (typically, LDR frames after

pre-processing and HDR fames after post-processing) can

be visually inspected. Thus, ignoring the DVI controller

resources, our implementation of the HDR application on

the HDR-ARtiSt platform results in a relatively low hard-

ware complexity. This opens the interesting possibility to

implement other image processing applications on the

FPGA. One of the best candidate applications should be

motion analysis and artifacts correction to provide a higher

quality HDR live video platform.

5 The HDR-3 video system

5.1 HDR-2 limitations

The HDR-2 system has been evaluated both on images

from the Debevec’s database (Fig. 10), and on real-scene

frames captured by the HDR-ARtiSt platform (Fig. 11).

Firstly, the classical database set to test HDR tech-

niques is the Stanford Memorial Church sequence pro-

vided by Debevec. It includes a series of images

Fig. 9 Tone mapping computation

Table 4 Design summary

Clock domains

Sensor SDRAM HDR processing DVI

114 MHz 125 MHz 114 MHz 25 MHz

System parameters

P Resolution Throughput Frame rate

2 1,280 9 1,024 78.6 Mpixels/s 60

Table 5 HDR-2: summary of hardware synthesis report

Used Available Utilization (%)

Logic utilization

Number of Occupied Slices 5,272 11,200 47.1

Complexity distribution

Number of Slice LUTs 12,859 44,800 28.7

Memory management 2,149 4.8

HDR creating 4,211 9.4

Tone mapping 3,433 7.7

Post-processing 3,066 6.8

Number of Slice Flip Flops 13,612 44,800 30.4

Memory management 2,682 6

HDR creating 5,107 11.4

Tone mapping 4,045 9

Post-processing 1,778 4

Number of FIFO/BRAM 23 148 15.5
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captured with exposure times ranging from 1/1,024 to

32 s. Sets of two images have been selected to evaluate

our hardware implementation. Figure 10 depicts an

example of an HDR image built by the HDR-2 archi-

tecture from a low exposure (Dtp ¼ 0:5 s) and a high

exposure (Dtp ¼ 16 s). It should be noted that the

exposures are relatively high, due to low-level light

conditions inside the church. The tone-mapped image

reproduces both details in dark and bright areas without

noticeable visual artifact.

Secondly, the HDR-2 implementation has been also

evaluated with real-world scenes captured by the HDR-

ARtiSt platform. The experimental scene is a poorly illu-

minated desk on which we can find a cup of coffee and

some toys (a toy car, a Toy Story figurine, a R2-D2 robot

inside the cup of coffee). A bright lamp has been placed

behind this scene to significantly enhance the dynamic

range (see Figs. 11, 12). Obviously, the main difficulty for

any HDR technique is to simultaneously render the bright

area near the light bulb and the dark area inside the cup of

coffee, while preserving accuracy on intermediate levels.

Note that the exposures are here very low (respectively,

0.15 and 1.9 m s for the low and high exposures) because

of the blinding source of light.

Fig. 10 Visual evaluation of the HDR-2 application. a Low expo-

sure, b high exposure, c HDR image

Fig. 11 HDR-2 system limitations in extreme light conditions.

a HDR-2 video system limitations in extreme lighting conditions,

b zoom on different areas
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A first visual analysis shows that the results are similar

to those obtained previously with the memorial church

giving a high-quality reproduction of fine details in dark

and bright areas. As examples, the R2D2 figure can be

detected even the area inside the cup is particularly dark.

On the other side, the word ‘‘HDR’’ written in the

lampshade can be read.1 However, a deeper analysis

reveals a lack of details on the medium-lightened areas,

highlighting some limitations of the HDR-2 implementa-

tion. Four different areas have been selected to highlight

possible artifacts. These areas are zoomed in and dis-

played in the bottom part of Fig. 11, revealing some

discontinuities along edges in the cup of coffee (area 1), in

the hood of the car (area 2), in the shade of the car (area

3), and in the lampshade (area 4). These observable

phenomena are mainly due to the wide dynamic range of

the scene exceeding 100,000:1. In such extreme lighting

conditions, it seems almost impossible to capture simul-

taneously information on the light bulb that illuminates

the scene, information on the dark part of the scene, and

all the intermediate levels with only two frames. Practi-

cally, for capturing details in the upper part of the radi-

ance histogram (lamp), the exposure time of the first

frame needs to be decreased severely. On the other side,

for very dark areas, the exposure time of the second frame

is increased drastically. So, with only two captures, it is

not possible to capture the whole scene in detail. Since the

two captures focus on the extreme parts of the illumi-

nance, this implies inevitably a lack of information in the

middle area of the histogram, leading to the above-men-

tioned artifacts.

5.2 HDR-3 implementation

To overcome this limitation, the most natural solution is to

increase the number of frames. With a complementary

middle exposure, the HDR-3 is able to capture the missing

data in the median area of the illuminance. However, we

limit ourselves to a 3-frame acquisition process because too

many artifacts appear when four or more exposures are

used in the case of real scenes with highly moving objects.

The HDR-3 appears as the optimal solution able to satisfy

the trade-off between HDR with a capture of about 120 dB

dynamic range, low artifacts and high quality.

The middle exposure time DtM is computed from the

equation of the exposure value EVM:

EVM ¼ log2

f-number2

DtM
with EVM ¼

EVL þ EVH

2
ð9Þ

where f-number is the aperture. Considering f-number ¼
1; DtM can be computed using the following equation:

DtM ¼
1

2EVM
¼ 1

2
EVLþEVH

2

¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2EVL � 2EVH

p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DtL � DtH

p
:

ð10Þ

The tone-mapped frame of the experimental scene using

this new implementation is shown in Fig. 12. It is seen that

the various artifacts present in Fig. 11 are now widely

reduced in this new frame.

In Table 6, a summary of the hardware complexity of

the different blocks is given. The HDR-3 implementation

obviously results in a slightly higher complexity than the

HDR-2 implementation (?11.7 %). Among the submod-

ules listed in Table 6, the amount of the logic resources

consumed by the MMU (?31.6 % in terms of LUTs) and

the HDR creating (?35.9 % of LUTs and ?11.2 % if flip

flops) are increased. Moreover, when the number of frames

Fig. 12 HDR-3 video system improvements in extreme lighting

conditions. a HDR-3 video system improvements in extreme lighting

conditions, b zoom on different areas

1 The R2D2 figure and the word ‘‘HDR’’ are only visible in electronic

version of the paper and are almost hidden in the print version.
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raises from 2 to 3, there is a significant rise in the usage of

block RAMs (?30.4 %), mainly used by the MMU. In

contrast to these significant increases, the tone mapping

module does not undergo any change and consumes the

same resources. The other modules of the system are rel-

atively less affected, except the number of flip flops used

by the post-processing submodule. Indeed, this module

embeds some additional resources (registers, multiplexers

for example) to manage the 3 LDR and the HDR streams

and route them to the DVI output.

5.3 Extending the architecture to color data

The current B&W HDR-ARtiSt platform could be easily

enhanced with a color sensor. In a traditional HDR work-

flow, HDR creating, tone mapping and other rendering

steps are applied after demosaicing. However, as explained

in Tamburrino et al. [44], the retinal processing of the

human visual system (HVS) performs most of the adapta-

tion operations on the cone mosaic before demosaicing.

According to this principle, Tamburrino et al. [44] propose

a new HDR workflow in which the tone mapping is applied

directly on the color filter array (CFA) image, instead of

the already demosaiced image. Demosaicing is the last step

of the HDR workflow. Such an approach is then directly

compatible with the HDR pipeline implemented on the

HDR-ARtiSt platform. Indeed, the HDR creating and the

tone mapping operation can be applied on the pixels of the

mosaiced image using the three different response curves

of the sensor (for the red, green and blue channels), before

applying demosaicing. In terms of computation, it does not

increase computational complexity because there is only

one RAW data stream to process and not three RGB

streams. The demosaicing step, which converts the RAW

to RGB data, is handled by a specific hardware block

(named ‘‘Color Filter Array Interpolation’’) provided by

Xilinx. This block generates the missing color components

associated with the commonly used Bayer pattern in digital

camera systems. Additionally, a white balance algorithm IP

provided by Xilinx can also be implemented in our plat-

form to render colors as natural as possible. In terms of

hardware resources on the HDR-ARtiSt platform, it only

requires two more LUTs to store the response curves and

the demosaicing/white balance operators provided by

Xilinx. According to Debevec and Malik [9], we can also,

for simplicity, use an identical single curve for both R and

G components because these two response curves are very

consistent.

5.4 Comparison with state-of-the-art existing

architectures

In addition to performance results, a comparison of the

HDR-3 architecture with three other systems has been

conducted. Two of them are on a FPGA-based architecture

[19, 47] and the last one on a GPU platform [43]. However,

they implement only the tone mapping, using standard

HDR images as inputs. Indeed, hardware vision systems for

capturing and rendering HDR live video are at a adoles-

cence stage [31] and we failed to find in the literature a full

HDR system implementing all the steps from capturing to

rendering. The HDR-3 architecture, on the other hand, is an

innovative camera prototype implementing the full HDR

pipeline. From this purely algorithmic point of view, our

real-time implementation outstrips the computational

capabilities of the three other implementations.

Table 7 summarizes the comparison results in terms of

processing performance (fps, resolution). From a raw per-

formance point of view, our architecture runs at 60 fps on a

1, 280 9 1, 024-pixel resolution, giving an overall

throughput of 78.6 megapixels per second. This perfor-

mance is significantly higher than the two other FPGA-

based architectures and lower than the GPU implementa-

tion. Nevertheless, the Nvidia 8800 GTX processor used in

this GPU alternative is not well suited to low-power

embedded systems such as smart cameras.

We have also compared the image quality of the tone-

mapped images produced by the different architectures

using five metrics: mean square error (MSE), normalized

root mean square error (NRMSE), peak signal-to-noise

ratio (PSNR), Universal Quality Index (UQI [48]), and the

Structural SIMilarity (SSIM [49]). UQI roughly corre-

sponds to the human perception of distance among images.

The value of the UQI between two images is in the [ - 1,

1] range, and is 1 for identical images, 0 for uncorrelated

images, and -1 for completely anticorrelated images. The

Table 6 HDR-3: Summary of hardware synthesis report

Used Utilization

(%)

Variation with

HDR-2 (%)

Logic utilization

Number of Occupied Slices 5,891 52.6 ?11.7

Complexity distribution

Number of Slice LUTs 15,281 34.11 ?18.8

Memory management 2,829 6.3 ?31.6

HDR creating 5,722 12.8 ?35.9

Tone mapping 3,433 7.7 0

Post-processing 3,297 7.4 ?7.5

Number of Slice Flip Flops 15,134 33.8 ?11.2

Memory management 2,682 6 ?0.1

HDR creating 6,071 13.5 ?18.9

Tone mapping 4,045 9 0

Post-processing 2,333 5.2 ?31.2

Number of FIFO/BRAMs 30 20.3 ?30.4
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Table 7 Performance comparison with existing real-time tone mapping implementations

This work FPGA [19] FPGA [47] GPU [43]

Device Virtex 5 Stratix II EP2S130F780 Stratix II EP2S15F484 Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTX

Frame rate 60 60 60 100

Frame size (pixels) 1,280 9 1,024 1,024 9 768 1,024 9 1,024 1,024 9 1,024

MSE 2.8695 9 102 6.6801 9 102 3.8646 9 102 5.8607 9 102

NRMSE 1.7 9 10-1 3.8 9 10-1 1.3 9 10-1 1.9 9 10-1

PSNR (dB) 2.355 9 101 1.988 9 101 2.226 9 101 2.045 9 101

SSIM 9.3 9 10-1 6.9 9 10-1 5.5 9 10-1 7.0 9 10-1

UQI 0.90 0.71 0.67 0.70

Fig. 13 Comparison of the proposed system output with different real-time tone mapping methods. a Gold standard, b our system, c Hassan

et al. [19], d Vytla et al. [47], e Slomp et al. [43]
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Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index is a method for mea-

suring the similarity between the two images. The SSIM

index can be viewed as a quality measure of one of the

images being compared, provided the other image is

regarded as of perfect quality. It is an improved version of

the UQI index.

Our gold standard is the tone-mapped image of the

Stanford memorial church with the method by Drago et al.

[13]. This technique is described as the most natural

method and also the most detailed method in dark region

[50]. Considering the gold standard to be the reference

signal, and the difference between this reference and the

images processed by the other architectures to be the noise,

the MSE, the PSNR and the UQI have been calculated for

each architecture. The set of images is shown in Fig. 13.

The method from Hassan and Carletta [19] seems to pro-

vide more contrast and image details than our proposed

method. This is mainly due to the fact that they use as

inputs HDR images with 28 bits per pixel, obtained off-line

from a set of 16 multiple exposures of the same scene.

However, the visual evaluation of the different images

reveals that the HDR-3 system gives comparable results to

the gold standard. This visual feeling is reinforced by

different quality metrics. The HDR-3 architecture has the

lowest MSE, the lowest NRMSE and the highest PSNR.

Moreover, with an UQI value of 0.90 and a SSIM of 0.93,

this indicates that the HDR images provided by our

architecture are the closest from the gold standard and then,

that the visual rendering of these images can be considered

as the most natural one.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a complete hardware vision

system called HDR-ARtiSt based on a standard image

sensor associated with a FPGA development board. This

smart camera dedicated to real-time HDR live video

fulfils drastic real-time constraints while satisfying image

quality requirements. It embeds a full HDR pipeline,

doing successively multiple captures, HDR creating, tone

mapping, and streaming of the HDR live video to an LCD

monitor.

The HDR-ARtist system has been built as an adaptive

platform. From a purely hardware point of view, our HDR

pipeline can be easily adapted to many conventional

CMOS sensors. Using a new sensor only requires the

design of a specific sensor board to be plugged onto the

FPGA motherboard and the offline evaluation of the

camera transfer function for the new sensor. From an

application point of view, the HDR pipeline can be

parametrized in terms of number of frames, depending on

the scene dynamic range. In this paper, two different real-

time implementations, using, respectively, 2 and 3 frames

have been discussed. For each implementation, we obtain

high-performance results due to a finely tuned imple-

mentation of the original Debevec’s algorithm and a

global tone mapping from Duan. The comparison with

other state-of-the-art architectures highlights a high-visual

quality, close to Drago’s algorithm, known as one of the

best tone mappers. Moreover, to achieve high temporal

performance, the HDR-ARtiSt platform embeds a dedi-

cated memory management unit. This memory unit has

been specifically designed for managing multiple parallel

video streams to feed the HDR creating process. It sig-

nificantly contributes to the whole performance of the

system. Indeed, the HDR pipeline is synchronized on the

image sensor frame rate. It builds a new HDR frame for

each new sensor capture and delivers a live stream of

displayable content with a bandwidth of 629 Mbits/s.

Such a memory unit also limits motion blur and ghosting

artifacts in the HDR frames because of the continuous

acquisition process.

All these results open interesting avenues for future

exploration both on hardware and software issues. New

releases of the HDR-ARtist platform embedding FPGA

from Xilinx Virtex-6 and Virtex-7 families are currently in

development. They will give us opportunity to implement

the most recent algorithms for computing radiance maps,

and for local/global tone mapping. We also plan to auto-

matically evaluate the real dynamic range of the scene and

then to dynamically adapt the number of required captures

to build the best HDR frame.

Finally, HDR video is prone to ghosting artifacts, which

can appear with motion in the scene during the multiple

captures. So, we intend to study and implement onto the

FPGA dedicated ghost detection techniques to provide a

real-time ghost-free HDR live video. A HW/SW approach

based on reprogrammable Zynq architecture is under

construction, which will simplify certain operations, and

help to add some patches as the correction of local

movements.
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